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Dear Philip,

Climate alarmists continue to push for greenhouse gas emission controls, even as evidence grows that

recent climate change is not historically unprecede ted; that it's mostly natural; and that it's likely to be

quite mild. Naturally, I had to push back, and given that the Stanley Cup playoffs are in progress, I just had

to hook them together somehow, which I did in this column for Tech Central Station:

http:I/www.techcentralstatiofl.com/l1051/envirowrailper.]sp'?PID=1051 -450&CID=1051 -050503A. Of

course, the Canucks didn't make the playoffs, but iere's always next year!

A magazine called U-turn asked me to write an ar cle to run opposite one by the David Suzuki

Foundation, and since it's a concise piece, you mi ht want to read it. In "Questions People Ask About

Climate Change," I point out the many uncertainte that pervade climate science, as well as the

limitations of the Kyoto Protocol. You can read the article here:
http://www.fraserinstitute.ca/shared/readmorel.as ?sNav~ed&id=163

In "The Climate Alarmist Two Step," I take apart a report by the Union of Concerned Scientists and the

David Suzuki Foundation that threatens the Great Lakes area with climatic destruction. The alarmist

two-step goes like this: in step one, you inflate the dangers with dubious assumptions and computer

models that put out scary predictions, and in step wo you call for the same old laundry list of

market-hostile policies that old-school environmer tat activists have wanted for decades. You can do the

hokey-pokey and read the rest here:
http://www~fraserinstitute.ca/shared/readmorel .asp'?sNav=ed&id=167

And the speech I gave in a whirlwind trip across 4ustralia, where I told our Aussie friends to resist people

who want them to follow Canada's example in ratifying the Kyoto Protocol, has been posted to the Fraser

Institute website. In "Canada's Kyoto Kerfuffle," I asically ask, "If your friend jumped off a cliff, would you

jump too?" It was a great trip, and I got to use thE word "Kerfuffle." You can find the speech here:

http:I/www.fraserinstitute~ca/shared/readmorel.a. p?sNavwed&id@1 57

Of course, I continue to push for a new, market-fr endly environmentalism for Canada and the US, and

when better than on Earth Day itself! My column (n the subject ran in the Calgary Herald, but it's posted

on the Fraser Institute website at:
http:/Iwww.fraserinstitute.ca/shared/readmorel .a p?sNav~ed&id=164 .

Lastly, I continue to nag in favor of toll-roads. A c )league and I recently put a column on the subject in the

Vancouver Sun. If you favor market-based transr ortation policy, you can read about it here:

http:I/www.fraserinstitute.ca/shared/readmorel .2 p?sNavted&id~l 66

Well, I better get back to work ... the week of June 1 is Canadian Environment Week, and I need to get

ahead of the curve!

Cheers!



Ken Green

>-------------------------<
Dr. Kenneth Green
Chief Scientist and Director,
Risk and Environment Centre
The Fraser Institute
keng~fraserinstitute.ca j 604-688-0221
www.fraserinstitute.cS

pS: if you love environmental quality and safety bu also cherish economic freedom and individual liberty,

you ought to check out the multinational work of T eFraser Institute. Heck, you might even want to

support it - U.S. contributions are tax deductible, a are Canadian contributions!

PPS: To be added to The Fraser Institute general email update list, please visit

fraserinstitute.ca/subscribe.asp.

PPPS: If you don't want these monthly updates that I send out, just let me know by return email, and you'll

be off the distribution!
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In the fourth overtime pen od of a recent
Stanley Cup playoff game I found my
mind wandering to a differ nt kind of
hockey stick - the kind tha: UN scientists
claim is sketched out by tE mperature

Kenneth Green records going back 1 000 ears or so.

Chief Scientist, Since the first reports oft4 e United LSA

Fraser Institute Risk Nations Intergovernment I Panel on-
and Environment Climate Change, UN scie tists have
Policy Centre used a reconstruction of past climates

- ~~~based on evidence from ti ee rings, coral, TOSb

,ansim= ~ boreholes, and other prox indicators
suggested the climate was mostly unchanging for the last 1 000 years, with the
spike of the last 150 years appearing to be clearly abnormal (Figure below)
shooting upward like the blade of a hockey stick.
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Source: United Nations lntergov rnmental Panel on climate Change, Third Assessment Report

But over the years, data has accumulated arguing that the '-IPCC hockey stick"

is fundamentally flawed. Some researchers, studying the climate of the last
1 000 years argued that he IpCC scientists were refusing to acknowledge
evidence indicating that n reality, the temperature from about 1,000 A.D. to

1300 A.D. was quite a b t warmer than today, while the climate from 1300 A.D

to 1850 was unusually c Id. As climate researcher David Wojick illustrates, a

more realistic depiction f recent climate is not a hockey stick, but is more a
matter of emerging from a climatic valley (see Figure below).
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Despite the accumulating vidence, UN scientists have continued to assert
that the medieval warm p niod and the little ice age were strictly local
phenomenon, and hence, were not representative of the Earth's climate as a
whole. That willful ignorar ce led Australian climate researcher John Daly to
label the IPCC hockey stick "A New Low in Climate Science." Daly argued that
"What is required to dispr ye the Hockey Stick is to demonstrate conclusively
the existence of the Medi val Warm Period and/or the Little Ice Age as
recorded in proxy and/or Historical evidence from around the world."

Fortunately, a new study, by the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics
offers just what Daly requ sted. A review of more than 200 climate studies
confirms the that both the medieval warm period and the little ice age were
global, not regional phen mena. As astrophysicist Sallie Baliunas explains,
"For a long time, researct ers have possessed anecdotal evidence supporting
the existence of these cli ate extremes. For example, the Vikings established
colonies in Greenland at !he beginning of the second millennium that died out
several hundred years late when the climate turned colder. And in England,
vineyards had flourished uring the medieval warmth. Now, we have an
accumulation of objective data to back up these cultural indicators."

The question of whetherwe're in hockey-stick mode, or hill-and-valley mode is
critical, because it cuts right to the heart of the climate change debate. Is
recent climate change ab ormal enough to support the assumption that it

~> be due to human activity, or is recent climate change within the realm of
natural variation? The forimer argument is used to support mandatory

http://www.techcentralstation.com/1 05l1/envirowrapper.JSP?PID=lO0l1-450&CID=1051-05I... 5/16/2003
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greenhouse gas reduction ;chemes, like the Kyoto Protocol, while the lafter
view is used to support arg iments that our current best response to climate
change is to build resilienc , and get ready for a somewhat warmer
environment.

As it becomes clear that re ently observed climate changes are not unusual,
the case for assuming human causation is greatly weakened. If the climate is
changing due to forces oth ~r than human action, then greenhouse gas
controls will do nothing to rrotect future generations confronting the impacts of
climate change. UN scienti 3ts have acknowledged that there is no evidence
implicating human activity ith any warming before 1950, but they continue to
attribute "most" of the warming since 1950 to human activity, and continue to
clamor for immediate gree house gas emission reductions.

The world is in the second overtime period of the Kyoto Cup, with climate
change alarmists pushing economically crippling greenhouse gas controls
around the world with incr asing desperation, while those holding climate
change to be largely natura lare fighting to preserve the economic freedom
that provides the resource! needed to secure health, safety, and
environmental protection.

A lot is riding on the Kyoto Cup. If we waste our resources in controlling
carbon emissions that are iot responsible for causing recently observed
warming, where are we go ng to get the resources to help those areas that will
experience the negative ir pacts of a changing climate caused by Mother
Nature? Let's hop'e that the UN breaks its hockey stick, and joins in a real
exploration of how we prot ~ct future generations from a largely natural climate
change.

Environmental Scientist Kenneth Green is Director of the Risk and
Environment Centre at Tbe Fraser Institute. His most recent publication is
"Global Warming: Underst ending the Debate, " a text-book forjiunior high
school students.
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H ~eal~th
Law and Markets Many claims are made about Ihe scientific understanding of climate that are Ma203-T

an EffectivE
N~Qn-prpifitStudies not backed up by the core literature that dominates the field. But as most
Pharmacevtical people read only summary ye-sions of the scientific literature, they're easily
Rpltcy led astray by alarmist groups that exaggerate the concerns, while waving

Regujat~ry away the uncertainties that p rvade climate science. Let's consider some
key questions about climate ciange.

School Report Cards

Social Affairs IS THE ATMOSPHERE WAR 6ING ABNORMALLY?

Gloalization Assuming that we can trust tl e temperature data that we have available to
~$us, the answer seems to be" 'es, in some places, in recent years, the

average temperature of the Eirth's atmosphere seems to be increasing
THE FftASE~ slightly." But the question of hether it's getting hotter is meaningless

twithout a discussion of histori aI perspective and relevant measuring period.
IN STITIJIE 2~'Climate has fluctuated, often wildly, for more than four billion years. Given
*~~~w ~ e that we have so little hard da :a about past climate conditions, the most

~ ~iJY:* intellectually honest answer to this question is "maybe" and even that

answer is meaningless witho t some kind of qualifying time frame, and
standard of comparison.

Recently, we seem to be seei g a minor warming in the Earth's average
temperature, as best as we c n measure it (which isn't very well). That's

Chiidren~rst because our hard temperature data spans only about 150 years. In fact,
isir OU 2nE » temperature records are spot y before about 40 years ago and only cover a

tiny portion of the globe, mostly over land. In addition to that 150-year
conventional surface tempera ure record, temperature readings taken from
weather balloons cover the Iast 30 years, and satellite temperature readings
cover the last 18 years. Givep that fluctuating, and spotty temperature
record, one can create the impression that the temperature is rising, falling,
or staying the same simply by changing the start and end points of the
period being examined.

HOW CERTAIN IS OUR UN ERSTANDING OF THE ROLE OF
.. i ~HUMANITY IN CAUSING C IMATE CHANGE?

Between our incomplete und( rstanding of the climate system, and the

http://www.fraserinstitute.ca/shared/readmorel.asI ?sNav--ed&id=1 63 5/16/2003
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M7 77 difficulty of "scaling up" what Ne do know to the level of global climate
effects, including effects on o eans, ecosystems, mountains, rivers,
groundwater, solar variation, Greenhouse gas emissions, clouds, aerosols,
water vapor, and historical va lation, then trying to scale the impacts back
down to the local and regiona level, we are left with a view best
characterized as "through a g ass, darkly."

COne need not look beyond the landmark reports of the United Nations
2Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) for expressions of that

<>,uncertainty. Of the twelve su~ pected "forcings" that are considered capable
S of changing the climate (eith r warming or cooling), the latest report ranks

_________ ~scientific understanding of on y one type of forcing (from greenhouse gases)
as "high." Fully 2/3 of the potantiai climate forcings, are ranked as "Very
Low" in scientific understandi g. Within those poorly understood forcings lies
a climate cooling potential thi t could cancel out the theoreticized warming
potential of the greenhouse g 3ses altogether.

GIVEN WHAT WE KNOW, WHAT'S OUR BEST COURSE?

For any risk we face, there ar many available risk-reduction actions
available to us that let us mo e toward decreased environmental risk for
ourselves and our children. B it does the actual evidence tell us what to do?
No. But it does suggest what we can do with any probability of success.

At the most generic level our options range from the resilient to the
anticipatory -- from doing m re research (and holding our greater resources
back for a later time when w~ know more about the problem) -- to picking
specific climate interventions now, in the face of uncertainty.

But how do we decide whethr ran anticipatory approach is more likely to
work? A framework developer by risk-policy authority Aaron Wildavsky
helps us answer that questio . Wildavsky observed that the limiting factor in
determining whether or not apotential anticipatory risk-reduction action is
likely to be more beneficial tV an a resilient one depends not on what we
know, but on what we don't know. Think about the knowledge you need to
"head a risk off at the pass," compared to "waiting to see the whites of its
eyes.' You need to know whi h pass the risk is coming from, its magnitude,
its timing, what you'd need t head it off, what was happening at all the
other passes that pose risks, and you'd have to know that while you were
out there heading off speculated risks at the pass, the business isn't getting
done that will feed you, and support you through well known risks like poor
nutrition, lower quality housi g, lower quality education, etc. If you have
little knowledge about any of those variables, you're likely to waste your
resources trying to head off an uncertain risk, leaving you more vulnerable
to other risks.

For climate policy, prevailing uncertainties clearly suggest that a policy of
research and observation is iest at this time, because: 1) the conditions
needed to assure a reasonable chance of success for anticipatory actions are
quite stringent; 2) there are ~more ways to get things wrong than to get
them right; and 3) mistakes ~leave us less well prepared to deal with other
current or future problems.

WILL THE KYOTO PROTOcjOL FIX THE PROBLEM?

The belief that the Kyoto protocol by itself is unlikely to provide meaningful
risk reduction benefits is wid spread among those people cited as experts
by proponents of the protocc I at the 1997 Kyoto conference on climate
change.

Jerry Mahiman, Director of t e Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory at

http://www.fraserinstitute.ca/shared/readmorel.as` ?sNav--ed&id=1l63 5/16/2003
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Princeton University, told the Washington Post that "The best Kyoto can do
is to produce a small dlecreas in the rate of increase" In a post-Kyoto
Science news brief, Mahiman says that "it might take another 30 Kyotos
over the next century" to cut global warming down to size.

Bert Bolin, the outgoing chair an of the United Nations Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change, as! essed the impact of Kyoto as a 0.4 percent
reduction in greenhouse gas !missions compared to a no-protocol
alternative, and concluded: "-he Kyoto conference did not achieve much
with regard to limiting the bu Idup of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere."

WHERE DO WE NEED MOR RESEARCH?

While recent studies of clinate have contributed a great deal to our
understanding of climate dyn 3mics, there is still much to learn. Many areas
of uncertainty remain. Currert climate change models have acknowledged
weaknesses in their handling of changes in the sun's output, volcanic
aerosols, oceanic processes, and land processes which can influence climate
change.

The Natural Variability of Climate

Despite the extensive discussion of climate modeling and knowledge of past
climate cycles, only the last 1000 years of climate variation are included in
the two state-of-the-art dlimz te models referred to by the IPCC. As
discussed earlier, however, t e time framework in which we view climate
variability makes a significant difference in the conclusions we draw. Until
we know which perspective is more reflective of Earth's climate as a whole-
the last 10,000 years, or a Io iger period of time-it will be difficult to put
recent warming trends in per pective, or to relate those trends to potential
impacts on the climate, and cn the Earth's flora and fauna.

The Role of Solar Activity

At the front end of the climat !cycle is the single largest source of energy
which is put into the system, namely, the sun. And while great attention has
been paid to most other aspe ts of climate, little attention has been paid to
the sun's role in the heating r cooling of the Earth. Several recent studies
have highlighted this uncerta nty, showing that solar variability may play a
far larger role in the Earth's clmate than it was previously given credit for
by the IPCC. If the sun has b en heating up in recent times, researchers
observe, the increased solar radiation could be responsible for up to half of
the observed climate warming of the past century. Astrophysicist Sallie L.
Baliunas attributes up to 71 percent of the observed climate warming of the
past century to increased sol r irradiance.

The Role of Clouds and Water Vapor

Between the emission of greenhouse gases and change in the climate are a
range of climate and biologic I cycles ("feedbacks") that can influence the
end result.

One such feedback is the infl ence of clouds, and water vapor. As the IPCC
acknowledges: "the single largest uncertainty in determining the climate
sensitivity to either natural o1 anthropogenic [or "manmade"] changes are
clouds and their effects on ra fiation and their role in the hydrological cycle...
At the present time, weaknes es in the parameterization of cloud formation
and dissipation are probably the main impediment to improvements in the
simulation of cloud effects on climate."

Conclusion

http://www.fraserinstitute.ca/shared/readmorel.as I?sNav'=ed&id=1 63 5/16/2003
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Supporters of the Kyoto proto :ol wish to portray the scientific understanding
of climate change as high, the uncertainties as low, and the need to reduce
greenhouse gases as urgent. But a review of the science suggests that

uncertainty is so high as to ra se a good prospect that mandatory
greenhouse gas reductions Wi I produce little or no environmental benefit.

Meanwhile, a review of the ec )nomic literature suggests that greenhouse
gas mandates hold the potent at for Inflicting massive economic harm, while
it is economic productivity that lets us afford to protect our environment and
health in the first place.
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